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Abstract : With the increased practice of rotary endodontics in recent years, separated rotary nickel - titanium 

(NiTi) files in root canals is the most commonly reported mishap, causing lot of stress and anxiety among 

clinicians and patients. In some cases, removal of a fractured instrument is impossible or undesirable. Although 

integration of modern techniques into endodontic practice has improved the clinician's ability to retrieve 

separated instrument but removal may not always be possible due to many factors like poor access, visibility, 

location of the instrument and the amount of dentin to be removed. While keeping these factors in mind, 

bypassing technique is more effective and conservative. The aim of this paper is to present a clinical case in 

which a separated instrument was bypassed inside the curvature of distobuccal root canal of mandibular first 

molar during endodontic treatment.   
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I. Introduction 
 The presence of a separated instrument in the root canal may lead to a failure of the treatment of the    

tooth. The prognosis depends on the degree of contamination of the canal at the moment of separation and the 

presence of apical pathology.  The probability of removing a fractured instrument is directly connected to 

visibility – i.e. possibility to create straight line access to it. When the fragment is located inside or beyond the 

root canal’s curvature, visibility requires straightening of the root canal to a different extent, which may lead to 

removing excessive amount of dentin and root weakening or even perforation. That’s why such cases require 

very good assessment of the risk and indications for the procedure.[1, 2, 3, 4]  

 An alternative technique, which historically precedes those for broken instruments removal, is the so 

called, “bypass”. Inserting a fine file between the fragment and the root canal wall may lead to negotiating the 

canal to full working length and enable thorough instrumentation and root canal obturation with the fragment 

remaining in situ. Incorporating the fragment in the root canal obturation material considerably improves the 

case prognosis.[5] This technique does not require direct visibility to the fragment– i.e. it can be suitable for 

when the fragment is located beyond a considerable root canal curvature. 

 

II. Case Report 
A 14-years old male patient was referred to my clinic without any history of systemic disease 

complaining of severe pain in the left lower molar tooth since one week. The referring dentist had already 

performed preliminary root canal treatment. Vitality tests on tooth showed painful response to hot, cold and 

electrical pulp tests. Before starting the treatment, a new diagnostic radiograph was taken (Fig1). It showed 

fractured instrument in the curvature of distal root of left mandibular first molar. From clinical and radiographic 

findings, a diagnosis of symptomatic irreversible pulpitis was made. Treatment options were discussed with the 

patient and endodontic therapy was the treatment of choice. The tooth was anesthetised with 1.8 ml 2% 

lignocaine containing 1:200,000 adrenaline followed by rubber dam isolation. Access cavity was modified to 

locate all canal orifices and finally four canal orifices were found- mesiobuccal, mesiolingual, distobuccal and 

distolingual. While cleaning and shaping the canals, a resistance was felt by 8 no.K file in the curvature of  

distobuccal canal. 

Since the fractured segment could not be visualised and was below the root curvature, bypassing was 

preferred over retrieval. The access cavity was filled with chelating agent - 17% EDTA (Avuprep) and a no.6 K 

file was introduced into the canal for searching a way to bypass the instrument. After a few tries, it was able to 

get the 6K file past the instrument. Working length was established with the help of an apex locator (Root ZX, J 

Morita Inc: USA). During the shaping of canals, copious irrigation with 5.25% sodium hypochlorite and saline 

was performed. Patency was kept with an 8 size K file between every instrument. Shaping of all four canals 

were done upto #0.04/25 Revo S rotary files (Micro Mega, France). Canals were irrigated with 5.25% sodium 

hypochlorite, 17% EDTA and 2% chlorhexidine. Canals were dried using paper points and a master cone 

radiograph was taken (Fig 2) to check the apical fit in all the four canals. Finally canals were obturated with 
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gutta-percha and AH plus sealer (Dentsply, Detrey, Konstaz, Germany) by warm vertical compaction (Fig 3). 

The access preparation was sealed and the post endodontic restoration was planned. 

 

Figures 

 
Fig 1. preoperative radiograph of mandibular first molar showing fractured file in distal root. 

 

 
Fig 2: master cone radiograph after bypassing the fractured instrument in the distobuccal root canal  

                                                          

 
Fig 3: post obturation radiograph. 
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III. Discussion 
Separated root canal instruments are one of the most troublesome incidents in endodontic therapy, 

especially if the tooth is non-vital and fragment cannot be removed. In the majority of cases, the procedural 

mishap does not directly compromise the prognosis, unless a concomitant infection is already present. Separated 

fragment of instrument in root canal may be indirectly responsible for an endodontic failure by limiting the 

access to the apical part of the canal, compromising disinfection and obturation, but is rarely directly 

responsible.[6] 

Two studies reported that the retained fragment reduced healing, particularly in the presence of a pre-

existing periapical radiolucency[7, 8] whereas another two studies stated that it had no influence on healing.[9] 

According to some authors, the retained fractured instrument can be incorporated into the final root canal 

filling.[10] 

 

The four treatment protocols have been suggested by the literature for management of fractured instruments in 

root canals: 

1. Allowing the separated instrument to be retained in the canal and treating the remaining portion of canal. 

2. Bypassing the separated fragment and treating the canal.  

3. Retrieving the separated fragment and treating the canal. 

4. Surgical approach for retrieval of separated fragment followed by treatment accordingly. 

 

Favourable factors for the removal of a fractured instrument are straight canals, incisors and canines; 

localisation before the curvature; length of fragment of more than 5 mm; localisation in the coronal or middle 

third of the root canal; reamer or lentulo spirals; and hand NiTi K-files. As in present case report the separated 

instrument is located inside the root canal curvature, visibility requires straightening of the root canal to a 

different extent, which may lead to removing excessive amount of dentin and root weakening or even 

perforation.[1, 2, 3, 4] The decision was made to try to bypass the instrument rather than try to retrieve it. 

Thermoplasticized obturation techniques were suggested in these cases since they seal the gap between the 

fractured fragment and canal walls better than other techniques like cold lateral compaction, single greater 

tapered cone obturation, because of their excellent flow.[11] 

 

IV. Conclusion 

Management of instrument separation is a complex issue. Under ideal conditions it is preferable to 

remove the fragment and pursue treatment, but this is not always possible. The risks of removal should be 

balanced against benefits, as weakening of the tooth or perforation during instrument removal may be more 

detrimental than the fragment of instrument. 
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